
  
 
Five Genius Ways to Get Whole Grains 
 

 
By Jackie Newgent in Health+Fitness  
 
Adding whole grains is a no-brainer when it comes to eating healthfully. But what about 
deliciously? Either way, your flavor future with grains is about to totally change … 
scrumptiously. 
 
First, it’s important to know that whole grains are simply grains, such as wheat, rye, oats, corn, 
rice, and barley, which are eaten in their whole form. For instance, the bran and germ haven’t 
been stripped away by processing the grain. Enjoying whole grains means you’re getting a 
wealth of plant-based nutrients while potentially lowering your risk for obesity, heart disease, 
stroke, cancer, and diabetes. 
 
Whole grains are much more than a slice of whole grain toast or bowl of whole wheat 
spaghetti. Add culinary intrigue to your meal and snack repertoire by trying five of the best and  
easiest ideas ever for getting your whole grains today. Here’s how! 
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1. Popped Sorghum 

 
  
[wondergrain] 
Sorghum has been around since ancient times, but is becoming one of the trendiest ways to get 
whole grains. A sustainable pick, Whole Grain Wondergrain Sorghum can actually be grown in 
drought conditions! The neutral-tasting grain transforms into a delicious breakfast bowl, soup, 
salad, or vegetarian chili. You can make “popcorn” with it, too! Just cook whole grain sorghum 
in oil of choice over medium-high heat while shaking the pot until the kernels form “popcorn.” 
They’ll be notably small kernels, but you can eat the unpopped ones! Crunch on these creative 
flavor variations for freshly popped sorghum. 
 
“Cheese Popcorn”: Toss with grated Parmesan cheese, herbes de Provence (or other herbs), 
and sea salt; enjoy as a popcorn-style snack. 
“Chocolate Sprinkles”: Toss with unsweetened cocoa powder, turbinado sugar, and pinch of sea 
salt; serve over frozen yogurt or as a garnish for smoothies. 
“Salad Crunchies”: Toss with garlic powder, freshly ground black pepper, and sea salt; sprinkle 
onto salad like nuts or croutons.  
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2. KIND Healthy Grains Bars 

 
[KIND] 
 
There are so many snack bars on the market, it can get confusing to know which to pick. 
Ultimately, you should be able to pronounce every ingredient on the label! When it comes to 
whole grains, all you need to do is reach for a KIND Healthy Grains bar. It’s a portable, light, and 
tasty snack to savor anytime, anywhere. 
 
There are actually 10 different flavors from which to choose; two of their newest “hot-off-the-
shelves” flavors are Popped Dark Chocolate with Sea Salt and Popped Salted Caramel. Oh yum! 
Both flavors deliver a generous 20 grams of whole grains and are built on a foundation of six 
super grains: oats, sorghum, millet, amaranth, quinoa, and buckwheat. And if you didn’t already 
guess, its’ the sorghum in these bars that’s popped!  
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3. Organic Volcano Rice 

 
[Lotus Foods] 
 
Rice is a staple of so many worldly cuisines, including everyday American food. Unfortunately, 
it’s processed white rice that’s typically consumed. Luckily, the rice landscape has been forever 
changed, especially after discovering this aromatic Organic Volcano Rice. It’s definitely got a 
great name! 
 
More importantly, it’s a sustainably-grown blend of whole grain heirloom brown and red rice. If 
you have a need for speed, it’s available in a “heat and eat” microwaveable bowl that’s BPA 
free and recyclable … and it’s ready in 90 seconds or less! Plus, it’s gluten-free, vegan, and 
nutrient rich. You can eat this super easy side dish as is, add to a soup or stir-fry, or glam it up 
by tossing with avocado, black beans, and a squirt of lime juice. Buy it online in minutes, if you 
like! 
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4. Savory Oatmeal 
One of the tastiest trends in whole grains includes something that you may already have in your 
pantry–and probably have been eating most of your life in one form or another. It’s oatmeal! 
Yes, the comforting bowl of goodness that’s packed with heart-friendly soluble fiber. But what’s 
“cool” today is not that hot bowl of oatmeal that you top with something sugary; it’s about 
anything savory! 
 
You don’t need to buy special oats; traditional rolled oats will do. And you don’t even need to 
follow a recipe; just make oatmeal with water or broth, not milk—then add fresh herbs of 
choice, a pinch of sea salt, and an optional sprinkling of grated Parmesan or Romano cheese. 
Think of it like a breakfast-style risotto. Prefer a recipe? Here’s my Savory Spinach & Goat 
Cheese Oatmeal for your enjoyment. 
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5. Laiki Black Rice Crackers 

 
[Laiki] 
 
Skip the saltines. Say “buh-bye” to buttery crackers. These whole grain crackers are all that 
they’re cracked up to be … and so much more. In fact, Laiki Black Rice Crackers are the 2015 sofi 
award winner for crackers! What makes them special is that they’re notably simple. They’re 
made with only three ingredients: whole grain black rice, sustainable-farmed palm oil, and sea 
salt. That’s it! 
 
The black rice gets its rich color naturally, which is a key indicator of beneficial phytonutrients. 
Plus, these crunchy, airy bites are gluten-free and vegan. They’re a splendid bite–with or 
without toppings! 
 
Jackie Newgent, RDN, CDN, is a Brooklyn, New York-based chef, registered dietitian, nutritionist, 
professional recipe developer, and media personality. She’s the author of 1,000 Low-Calorie 
Recipes and Big Green Cookbook and the award-winning ‘The With or Without Meat Cookbook‘ 
and ‘The All‐Natural Diabetes Cookbook.’ She’s also a chef instructor at the Institute of Culinary 
Education, a frequent contributor to Every Day with Rachael Ray magazine, and a former 
national media spokesperson for the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. To learn more about 
Jackie, follow her on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, or Pinterest, or visit her website, 
jackienewgent.com, or blog, tasteovers by jackie. 
 
Disclosure Note: Jackie Newgent, RDN, is a spokesperson for KIND LLC. 
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